TMS-adaptation reveals abstract letter selectivity in the left posterior parietal cortex.
Activation of the left posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has been associated with the encoding of letters independent of visual form. Here we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)-adaptation to investigate whether this abstract letter selectivity plays a causal role in letter processing. Visual adaptation was used to manipulate the initial activation state of neurons tuned to different letters prior to the application of TMS, after which subjects performed a detection task on letters that were presented in a different case from the adapting letter. After adaptation, TMS applied over the left PPC facilitated the detection of the adapted letter, whereas it had no impact on the detection of nonadapted letters. TMS applied over the right PPC had no significant effect on either type of letter. This interaction between adaptation and the effects of left PPC TMS demonstrates that adaptation modulated neural activity in the left PPC and thus demonstrates abstract letter selectivity in this region. Importantly, as the adapted letter and the target letters were presented in different cases, this finding demonstrates that the left PPC plays a causal role in letter processing independent of visual form.